“

I believe NIS attracts teachers who want to make a difference, that’s why I am here. It’s great
being part of a welcoming community like at NIS. Students have excellent work ethics and
manners both inside and outside the classroom. Class sizes are very small and facilities and resources
are adequately growing. Expect a lot of entertainment during lunch breaks from Kazakh
children, as they love to fance and sing in the main hall.
My apartment is close to school and fellow teachers are mostly within walking distance. I came
in winter and am grateful that all buildings, transport and schools are well heated and shops are in
ample suply.

Annie - NIS Oskemen

”

“

Things are going well here. For all the differences, I’m loving Kazakhstan. The people are amazing,
the students ultra bright and the local staff are incredibly dedicated. There’s nothing quite
like a class of 12 super bright students to remind you of the very reasons why you went into teaching
in the first place! I definitely intend to stay if NIS will have me!

”

Lee - NIS Atyrau

“

I am continuing to learn, grow and teach here. My department is amazing and I am really enjoying
the children.

Sabrina - NIS Taraz

”

“

I am truly loving it. The staff are very supportive and I hope to stay for another 3-4 years.

Debo - NIS Uralsk

“

I am really settling in well at NIS. The children are wonderful, the staff are supportive and lovely
to the international staff. Everything is going on well and I am really enjoying my new role at NIS
Uralsk. Special thanks to TIC Recruitment for getting me to NIS.
Ismail - NIS Uralsk

”

”

“

The have settled in well. The staff at the school have been very helpful. We are just getting into
the swing of things and most importantly the students are amazing, pleasure to be
working with them.

”

Amit and Tanya - NIS Shymkent

“

I truly love the school and am having a fine time. Everybody, both international staff and
local, have all been tremendous.

Thomas - NIS Uralsk

”

